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MGM Resorts ( MGM ) sparked more pain for the gambling sector when it warned Thursday
that bookings and room prices in the third quarter were lower than expected. 

  

 The guidance sent shares of MGM, which also reported sharply lower second quarter earnings,
down about 3% in early trading. Wynn Resorts ( WYNN ) and Penn National Gaming ( PENN )
were also trading lower on the news. 

 CEO Jim Murren downplayed the significance of the lag in bookings, saying the summer
months are tough for Vegas hotels and that he expects a pickup at the end of the year. 
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 "You guys get so worked up about a couple of weeks," Murren said on a call with analysts
Thursday. "Do we think there is anything structurally going on in Vegas? The answer is no. If I
shared that concern, I would tell you. We're going to be stronger in the fourth quarter going into
next year." 

  

 MGM's decline followed a wild day for casino stocks on Wednesday. Caesar's Entertainment (
CZR
)
fell as much as 24% and trading was halted several times after it reported weakness in third
quarter as well. 

Related: Place your bets. The NBA just struck a deal with a casino

 Ceasar's posted generally strong results for the quarter, and said it recovered from a large loss
last year to report a narrow profit. 

 But during a midday call with analysts, Caesar's CFO Eric Hession mentioned that the
company was seeing "rate pressure" on rooms because of weak bookings along the Las Vegas
strip, and warned that revenue per room would be essentially flat in the third quarter. Other
casino stocks also fell on Wednesday on the guidance. 

 Caesar's CEO Mark Frissora had to assure investors that the company expects a return to
normal bookings at the end of the year, and that it was sticking with its full-year guidance. 

 "We know what the bookings look like through the end of the year. And so we don't have
concern in our forecast," he said. "It's not like you look at one month or two months, and you
say, 'Oh, that's it for Vegas,' right? That's not the way it works." 
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Read more http://news.google.com/news/url?sa=t&amp;fd=R&amp;ct2=us&amp;usg=AFQjCN
FU6Wxk50rEM_8L-xCawh27e5EqCw&amp;clid=c3a7d30bb8a4878e06b80cf16b898331&amp;
cid=52779990779913&amp;ei=wyWCW_GDOI-ShwHlh7jQCA&amp;url=https://money.cnn.co
m/2018/08/02/news/companies/casino-stocks/index.html
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